Educating Digital Changemakers

Digital Tech
Fellows Plus Program

Company Offering
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Program Executive Summary
•

As an incentive or further training for intrapreneurs, trainees, high potentials, innovation facilitators

•

Work together at eye level with 20 selected FAU students in several teams on start-up ideas

•

Get to know the ideas and target groups of tomorrow and be the solution with the participating talents

•

Experience the Business Design process in a practical and start-up-oriented way and be able to apply it
in the future

•

A 12-week sprint with 12 workshop days from 16.4. to 19.7. and with additional 5-8 hours a week hands on
working with your student founding team

•

Plus an exclusive full-day workshop "Business Design Implementation at your work/company" exclusively
with the external participants in cooperation with experts from the Zollhof

•

The program will be conducted in English and, depending on the applicable Corona rules, virtually or on
site in Erlangen/Nuremberg and a weekend in Waischenfeld

•

The fee per participant is 4,900 € and includes the FAU certificate of participation and admission to the
Digital Tech Fellows Community

•

Innovation option: Optionally, each external participant can bring an idea/challenge and pitch it. If a
team is found and the idea is developed during the program, an additional one-off fee of 2,900 € will be
charged

•

The fees are used exclusively to finance the program and are not intended to make profit
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Objective

Program Overview
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Digital Tech Fellows Plus Program
The Digital Tech Fellows Plus program is FAU's new start-up program
that brings together entrepreneurial students and doctoral candidates
with the stars of your company.
Every employee is part of a student founding team, no matter
O bifj eyou
ctive
pursue your (company) idea or a student’s idea.
Be part of a founding team on eye level, get to know the Business
Design process from start to finish and get ready to apply it in future
ventures.
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For whom is it
•

For prospective intrapreneurs

•

For future division managers

•

For innovation companions, innovators and product developers /
owners

Objective

•

For outperformers receiving extraordinary incentives

•

For tomorrow’s Business Design coaches and implementers

•

For everyone who works in an incubation environment
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What's unique about this Program
•

Company leaders / managers work together with student talents

•

Integrated in and part of an international, interdisciplinary founding
team at eye level

•

The company employees receive valuable impulses from the target
group and possible colleagues of tomorrow

•
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Objective

The students work on ideas close to

The Offering I
•

Complete 12 weeks sprint education of the Business Design process
with FAU certificate

•

12 workshop days of input on Business Design, prototyping and
coaching from FAU as well as mentoring by experienced founders

•

Objective

Plus 5 to 8 hours per week hands on working with the student founding
team

•

Be part at the two-day Hackathon “Hackbay” of Zollhof

•

Get the FAU Certificate of Participation

•

Get access to the Digital Tech Fellows community and start-up network
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The Offering II
•

A full day innovation workshop with experts from Zollhof to develop
scenarios how your learnings and business design can be successfully

implemented in your work area/company. Finish the day with a meetup
with FAU vice president outreach Prof. Dr. Kathrin M. Möslein

Innovation Option
•

Objective

Optionally, you can bring your own founding idea or company’s

challenge which you pitch against the other student’s ideas
•

If a student team is formed around your idea, it will work throughout

the complete Business Design process on the idea
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You Invest
Package 1: “Qualification & Talents”
•

Within 12 weeks you require 12 days for the workshops plus at least

another 12 days working with your team on the challenge
•

The complete course with certificate costs only 4.900 € plus VAT, if
applicable.

Objective

Package 2: “Innovation Option”
•

If your idea pitch won the hearts of a student team and your
challenge was worked out by the team within the program, we will
charge an additional innovation supervision fee of 2.900 € plus VAT, if

applicable.
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More Information
Please find more information on our website
https://www.dta.fau.de/student-program/
In the latest FAU article

Objective
https://www.fau.de/2021/01/news/studium/lass-doch-was-gruenden/
or just contact
Klaus.Konrad@FAU.de / mobile +49 172 8142091
Registration deadline is
Friday, 9th of April 2021
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Digital Tech Academy
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FAU – Digital Tech Academy

“The FAU – Digital Tech Academy is at the core of FAU‘s

strategy. It connects students, entrepreneurs and innovators
Objective
across all our faculties and contributes to FAU as the No. 1

Innovator in Germany.”
Prof. Dr. Kathrin M. Möslein – Vice President Outreach

Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nürnberg
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Digital Tech Academy

Overarching HUB for
digitalization and
entrepreneurship
Scale and professionalize digital
entrepreneurship endeavors at the FAU
Integrate existing (extra-) curricular
offerings and provide novel formats with
charisma and leverage
Frame, harmonize, and build a central
platform for all offerings in the field of
"Digital Entrepreneurship"
The DTA secures its high quality
expectations through:
+ a direct connection to FAU's executive
board and administration
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Location
Medical Valley Center

Referat F2

+ a board with central responsibilities

Henkestraße 91

+ a network throughout all faculties and
university institutions

91052 Erlangen
https://dta.fau.de

Who are we

Lisa Wittenzellner

Christoph Heynen

lisa.wittenzellner@fau.de christoph.heynen@fau.de
+49 9131 85 25925

+49 9131 85 25872

Our Focus
Heike Nowak

Klaus Konrad

heike.nowak@fau.de

klaus.konrad@fau.de

+49 9131 85 25923

+49 9131 85 25922

Founder & Spin-off Services
Entrepreneurship & Innovation
Marketing & Psychology
Digitalization & App Development

Prototyping & Validation
Research & Pre-Incubation
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Digital Tech Fellows Program
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Digital Tech Fellows+
• 12+ weeks excellence program in
Summer Semester in English
• 20 students (~ 140 applicants)
 Ideator: Come with your idea
 Co-creator: without idea

• + 6 industry participants at eye level
 Bring your company idea

• 4-6 interdisciplinary teams
• Dedicated team coaches
• Digital innovation project
• Structured 12 weeks sprint
-> We make you “startup ready”
 Business Design
 Prototyping
 Validation
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 Validated Business Model

WHO can participate
Combine
Digitalization
Entrepreneurship
& Innovation

Approach of the Fellows Program
PRE

MARKET
LAUNCH

POST

Business Design
Go-to-market
R&D

Business Model
Generation

Lean Startup

Objective
TIME

Design Thinking
Creativity
Techniques
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What is Business Design
Business Design is an agile innovation management approach that works best when
you are confronted with many uncertainties while building something new. Irrespective
of whether you are about to develop a new business model, product, service or software
application, the Business Design approach guides you through a structured but flexible
innovation journey and helps you find your next big opportunity beyond
Othe
b j eresources
ctive
you currently control. We usually implement Business Design as an essential ingredient
of a modern innovation management system.

The Fellows Program is based on the principles of the Business Design process.
Please find more information about here…
http://businessdesign.org/display/OHK/Introduction+to+Business+Design
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Business Design Process

Kick-off
Get to know your fellows, find your challenge and assembly your challenge team
Setup
Definition of the challenge focus and creation of the project charter

Objective

Discover
In order to understand the holistic impact of the challenge, eight discovery areas are being researched,
e.g. to understand the world of a potential client
Design
Using these insights, new business ideas are developed, prioritized and drafted into a business model
Validate
In order to validate our business model, we formulate hypotheses, experiment with them and create a
lean version (including the prototype) of our future offering
Decide
The results of our validation are analyzed and integrated into the business model. The next steps are
decided within the team and the Digital tech Academy coaches.
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Program April – July 2021
Financial
Planning WS WS Pitching
8. Jun
14. Jun

Eco-System &
Interview
Techniques WS

Executive
Innovation
Day

Prototyping
WS
21. Jun

19. Jul

26. Apr

Kick-off

16.- 17. Apr

Week 1

18. Apr
Discover WS

Week 3

Week 6

30. Apr – 2. May 21. May
Design WS
Validate WS

Week 10

18. June
Review WS

Week 12

9. July
Decide WS
Final Demo Day

Find your
Become an Sharpen your
Create
Create the
Reflect the Plan your financial Complete Present your
challenge and expert and
value
business
prototype &
executed
requirement and business results and
team
start ideation proposition model & lean start validating experiments
offered price
design decide for the
offering
future
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Participants & achievements
so far
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Digital Tech Fellows
Batch #1/2

Batch #3

Batch #4

Batch #5

Batch #6

Gender

Gender

Gender

Gender

Gender

• 15 Female

• 6 Female

• 13 Female

• 8 Female

• 10 Female

• 20 Male

• 19 Male

• 12 Male

• 19 Male

• 10 Male

Study level

Study level

Study level

Study level

Study level

• 15 Bachelor

• 5 Bachelor

• 3 Bachelor

• 9 Bachelor

• 4 Bachelor

• 18 Master

• 10 Master

• 17 Master

• 11 Master

• 15 Master

• 2 PhD

• 10 PhD

• 3 PhD

• 5 PhD

• 1 PhD

• 2 State Ex.

• 2 State Ex.

Fields of Study

NatFak, PhilFak, TechFak, ReWiFak, MedFak
• Mechatronics / Nanotechnology / Psychology / Gerontology /Sociology
Business Administration / Intl. Business Studies / Mechanical Industrial/
Medical Engineering Physics / Chemistry/Chemical Engineering / Computer
Science /International Information Systems
• Legal Tech / Legal / Digital
Art History & Humanities /
Dentistry / Medicine /
Molecular Medicine
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Project Samples
Oculai
AI-enabled
construction side
controlling

WirBier
Sustainable open source Brauerei
for saving water - From All for All

Bootstrapping

ARlife
inVrtual
Modern real time VR
learning

Context related AR content for

trade fairs, events and museum
Siemens Technology Accelerator

Libati
App to facilitate travelling for
chronically ill people
StartNext Crowdfunding
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Care4you
New generation of
nurse-patient communication
We take care.

https://dta.fau.de

THANK YOU
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